Changes from the responses to the reviewers
1. In the response to Reviewer 2, we answered
-------------------------------------------------------------------(p.8, l.14-19)
figure 10: please, remove from the figure unnecessary or not explained information, for
example 15 the weird numbers at the top of the figure. Also, for figure 10 you should
clarifiy what is the positive value for the direction
We have removed unnecessary information in Fig. 10 and others. However, as another
idea, the replacement of “09031718” by “18 UTC 17 Mar. 2009” may be valuable to
consider. How does the reviewer think?
-------------------------------------------------------------------Finally, however, we have chosen the second option. If this option is not satisfied, we
are ready to redrawn all the figures.
2. In the response to Reviewers 2 and 3, we answered
-------------------------------------------------------------------(p.8, l.20-24)
figure 15: could you include labels for longitudes?
Unfortunately, the software used (Dennou Library) cannot give longitude labels in
figures. Therefore, we have added only an necessary longitude (60 and 75E) by hand.
Also, longitude labels referred to in text are added (45E in Fig. 6a, 45E in Fig. 7a, and
105E in Fig. 18).
-------------------------------------------------------------------(p.11, l.16-19)
C27. In the figure maps, please add references for latitudes and longitudes.
A27. Unfortunately, the software used (Dennou Library) cannot give latitude and
longitude labels in figures. Therefore, we have added only necessary longitudes by hand,
which are cited in text (45 E in Fig. 6a, 45E in Fig. 7a, 60 and 75E in Fig. 15, and 105E
in Fig. 18).
-------------------------------------------------------------------However, the information of 45E in Fig. 6a has not been added, because this expression
appears only in the footnote, and therefore, is not important.
3. In the response to Reviewer 3, we answered

-------------------------------------------------------------------(p.5, l.22-25)
they have been cited as
From the very start, it is impossible to present mechanisms from the aforementioned
$^7$Be observational data, except one data at the Mt. Cimone station (Cristofanelli et
al. 2006; Tositti et al, 2014).
-------------------------------------------------------------------However, "the data" has been replaced by "one data", because in the next sentence, the
expression of "In these data" appears, and "these data" may be confused with "the data".
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Abstract. By using high concentrations of 7 Be as an indicator, we clarify fast descent routes from
within or near the stratosphere to Earth’s surface, with the study site being in Fukuoka, Japan. Most
routes arise from high latitudes through the following processes. First, the descent associated with
a tropopause fold occurs, followed by southward movement with slow descent at the rear side of
5

a strong trough. Because this motion occurs along an isentropic surface, the descending air parcels
nearly conserve the potential temperature. As an extension, a strong descent associated with a sharp
southern edge of the trough; this transports
drop in the isentropic-surface height occurs at the south ::::::::
air parcels to low altitudes. This process involves irreversible phenomena such as filamentation and
cutoff of potential vorticity. Finally, upon meeting appropriate near-surface disturbances, parcels at
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low altitudes are transported to Earth’s surface.
In some cases, parcels descend within mid-latitudes. In such routes, because the potential temperature is much higher at high altitudes than at low altitudes, strong descent with conservation of the
potential temperature is impossible, and the potential temperature decreases. In these cases, the entire flow does not move downward; instead, only part of the flow in a diffluent::::::
-wind field descends.
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When parcels descend, they push low isentropic surfaces, and their potential temperature decreases
upon mixing with parcels having low potential temperature in the lower layers.
The prevalence of the high-latitude route is explained as follows. In the mid-latitude route, because
parcels at high and relatively low altitudes mix, the high concentrations of 7 Be included in highaltitude parcels are difficult to maintain. Therefore, for parcels to arrive at low altitudes in the mid-
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latitude while maintaining high concentrations of 7 Be, i.e., conserving the potential temperature,
their area of origin should be high altitudes in high latitudes where the potential temperature is
almost the same as that in the arrival area. Moreover, the initial descent must occur, because parcels
cannot descend in the stratosphere when moving from high to mid-latitudes; parcels must already
have descended from the stratosphere to the troposphere in high latitudes for effective descent with
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the movement to mid-latitudes.

1

In spring, tropopause folds are frequent in high latitudes, disturbances in the southward transport
of parcels are strong, and disturbances occur by which parcels descend to the surface. Therefore,
high concentrations of 7 Be occur most frequently in spring.

1
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Introduction

Stratosphere-to-troposphere

transport

(STT)

has

attracted

much

research

interest

in

the fields of atmospheric dynamics and chemistry and environmental science. Therefore, numerous studies have focused on STT since Kida’s (1977) pioneering numerical
research::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
its investigations started in the 1950s (e.g., Reed and Sander, 1953; Machta, 1957).
Thus far, the average features of the STT have been clarified considerably (Holton et al.,
35

1995; Stohl et al., 2003; US Environmental Protection Agency, 2006, etc.). The intrusion of
stratospheric air into the extratropical troposphere involves synoptic-scale and mesoscale processes among which tropopause folds and cutoff lows are the most important (Stohl et al.,
2003::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
; Sprenger et al., 2003, Nieto et al., 2008). However, many STT studies focused on strato, therefore, they only examined the transport
spheric air infiltration to the troposphere, andtherefore ::::::::::
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process to the upper- and mid-troposphere.
Only recently, studies on deep intrusions to the troposphere (deep STT) have been conducted.

Only recently, full-fledged studies on deep intrusions to the troposphere (deep STT) have been conducted, although, before the 2000s,

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

By using one-year reanalysis data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF), Wernli and Bourqui (2002) obtained numerous forward trajectories to arrive below
45

the 700 hPa level within a four-day period. As a result, it was confirmed that deep STT occurs
frequently during winter and that its source regions are the storm tracks between 40 and 50◦ N.
Furthermore, the geographical distribution of deep STT events was shown to be different from
that of full sets of STT events. By extending the analysis period to 15 years, Sprenger and Wernli
(2003) conducted similar analyses, the results of which nearly matched those of Wernli and Bourqui
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(2002). They further examined destinations, in which the maximum was shown to be along the
west coast of North America. James et al. (2003a, b), by using a Lagrangian particle dispersion
model, extended the considered time-scales and included transport processes such as convection
and turbulence that were not included in the trajectory model. Škerlak et al. (2014) investigated
deep STT by using 33 year ECMWF reanalysis data. According to their results, deep STT shows
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spots for deep STT
especially strong geographical and seasonal variations. The global hotspots hot
::::::::
include the west coast of North America and the Tibetan Plateau, particularly in boreal winter and
spring. However, in these studies, the descent mechanism was not examined.
The
the
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Because the deepest area of the troposphere is above Earth’s surface, a study of descending air from the stratosphere to the surface is v

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Furthermore,

if

rapidly

descending

air

from

the

stratosphere

exists

on

the

sur-

face, it is interesting to note how this air is substantially and chemically different from general tropospheric air and what happens as a result from the perspec65

tive

of

atmospheric

chemistry

and

environmental

science.

However,

such

studies

The surface in mountainous areas has similar height to 700 hPa or so. Therefore, there has been a growing number of publications in w

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

In non-mountainous areas on the other hand, deepest STT studies have not been conducted thus

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

far. At most, studies have discussed whether surface ozone is influenced by stratospheric ozone.
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Lin et al. (2012) showed that a global high-resolution chemistry-climate model can capture the
observed layered features and sharp ozone gradients of deep stratospheric intrusions. These stratospheric intrusions led to elevated background ozone concentrations(see also Langford et al., 2015).

. Ambrose et al. (2011), Lefohn et al. (2012), Langford et al. (2012), Yates et al. (2013), Langford et al. (2015), and Lin et al. (2015) a

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

However, even in this study, an indicator that directly demonstrated stratospheric intrusions to the
75

surface was not used; therefore, it is difficult to judge whether the result was actually influenced by
stratospheric air.
In this context, the present study investigates the descending air from the stratosphere to Earth’s
at answering:the following questions.
surface in
a non-mountainous area. This study aims to answer :::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::
Can stratospheric air rapidly descend to the surface? If so, what route does it follow, and what

80

mechanism is it based on?
The problem here is how such a study can be conducted. It only seems necessary to have only
to obtain forward trajectories of parcels originating in the stratosphere with the destination being
Earth’s surface, i.e., an extension of Wernli and Bourqui (2002), or backward trajectories in which
the parcels originate at Earth’s surface with the destination being the stratosphere. However, doing
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so is difficult. As is clearly shown later, when the forward
destination is the surface, the trajectory
:::::::
has a longer completion time. More importantly, most trajectories cannot reach the surface. In short,
even if numerous trajectories are calculated, nearly all such calculations are of no use.
Thus, an appropriate indicator is required for effective trajectory calculations. In
this study, we used the concentration of beryllium 7 (7 Be) as an indicator;
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7

Be is

a radioactive substance that is mainly produced in the stratosphere by cosmic-ray
spallation (Nagai et al., 2000; Usoskin and Kovaltsov, 2008; Bezuglov et al., 2012), and
7

Be is a radioactive isotope, most of which (about 70%) is produced in the stratosphere (the remaining 30 % in the upper troposphere)

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

and it has a half-life as short as 53 days. Therefore, observations of high concentrations of 7 Be on

::::

the surface are direct indications of phenomena in which stratospheric air (or
near-stratospheric air)
::::::::::::::::::::::
95

promptly descends to the surface, because 7 Be decays during extended durations in the troposphere, where high concentrations cannot be sustained. The two characteristics of stratospheric origin and short half-life time are unique to

3

7

Be and are not observed with other

substances. By setting the starting points and times of backward trajectories to the point at
which high concentrations of 7 Be are observed, trajectory calculations can be conducted effectively.
100

Note that, because high concentrations of 7 Be do not automatically guarantee stratospheric (or near-stratospheric) origins, other criter

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Numerous STT studies have employed 7 Be concentrations. However, when 7 Be is used alone,
rapid descent might be missed because 7 Be concentrations become low when wet scavenging is
performed on descending air (Gerasopoulos et al., 2001). Instead, the ratio of
105

10

Be to 7 Be is used

(e.g., Raisbeck et al., 1981): 10 Be is also a radioactive substance ::::::
isotope:that is mainly produced in
the stratosphere; however, its half-life time is 1.39 × 106 years, which is significantly longer. Thus,
even when subjected to wet scavenging, the ratio is still small in rapid descent. However, for the
purpose of this study, it is suffice to use 7 Be concentrations alone. This is because the objective
is not to obtain all STT events and their statistical characteristics; instead, it suffices to consider
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several a:::::::::::
few tens of fast descent events. In other words, missing ::::::::
Missing some fast descents is not
problematic::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
a weak point for the present purpose. In addition, as high concentrations of 7 Be are indicative of an absence of wet scavenging, it is simpler to trace backward trajectories in such cases,
which is preferable for the present purpose.
In previous studies using 7 Be, its concentration was most often measured at mountain ob-
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servatories in
East Asia and Europe or through aircraft observations, and the STT was then
::::::::::::::::::::::
studied using these data. In
East Asia, Tsutsumi et al. (1998) measured the ozone and 7 Be
::::::::::::
concentrations at Mt. Fuji (3776 m a.s.l.) in Japan and found that both concentrations became
large at some times. Backward trajectory analysis beginning at these times indicated the intrusion of a stratosphere-origin airmass into the troposphere. Zheng et al. (2011) observed
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10

Be/7 Be on the Tibetan Plateau and found that it exhibited marked seasonal variations.

By aircraft observations, Jordan et al. (2003) produced a large dataset of

7

:::::::::::::::::::::::

Be concentra-

tionsobtained by aircraft observations. Upon analyzing this dataset, they inferred some STT
mechanisms, including tropopause folds and mixing associated with subtropical jets. In the European

In Europe, Elbern et al. (1997) identified many stratospheric intrusion events at the two European summits, by using 7 Be and ozone co

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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In the project titled Influence of Stratosphere–Troposphere Exchange in a Changing Climate on

::::::

Atmospheric Transport and Oxidation Capacity (STACCATO), combined measurements of

10

Be

and 7 Be concentrations were carried out regularly during the course of a full year at two highaltitude stations (Stohl
et al. 2003). In addition, the STT was studied on an integrated basis using
:::::::::::::::
several methods including numerical simulation. Zanis et al. (2003) showed that the
130

10

Be/7 Be

ratio generally decreases is
generally high during stratospheric intrusion episodes. Cristofanelli
:::::::::::::::
et al. (2003) compared several numerical model results with the measurement of

10

Be and 7 Be

concentrationsand
Usoskin et al. (2009) compared numerical model results with measured 7 Be concentrations at the surface,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
which revealed that all models captured the general behavior of the intrusion event.
Using both production and transport models of

4

7

Be, Usoskin et al. (2009) verified the
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results of both models via comparisons with observations at the surface. The models
accurately reproduced the overall level of the measured 7 Be concentration near the surface.

Cristofanelli et al. (2006) evaluated effects of stratospheric intrusions to surface ozone and 7 Be concentrations at the Mt. Cimone stati

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

In summation, although the usefulness of 7 Be observations and numerical models for STT studies
has been confirmed, no studies have focused on the access of stratospheric air to the surface other
140

than that in mountainous areas, nor have its mechanisms been examined.
From
anisms

the
from

very
the

start,

it

is

aforementioned

impossible
7

Be

to

observational

present
data.

mechIn

, except one data at the Mt. Cimone station (Cristofanelli et al. 2006; Tositti et al, 2014). That is, in

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

these data, sampling periods are long (one week or so) or observational periods are short (one
145

year or less). Data from short sampling periods (one day or so) are required to narrow down
the starting times of trajectory calculations, and extended consecutive observations are needed
to provide generality to the proposed mechanisms. On the other hand, we have the necessary
data in
a non-mountainous area, which include short sampling periods and extended consecutive
:::::::::::::::::::::::
observations, as presented in Sect. 2. Thus, we can effectively perform numerous calculations of
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backward trajectories.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the observational results of 7 Be
concentrations are shown. In Sect. ??, high-concentration 7 Be events are extracted, and on the basis of this information, we propose a method for obtaining rapid descent routes using backward
trajectories. In Sect. ??, we present the results and clarify the routes from the stratosphere to the sur-
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face. Moreover, the mechanism for fast routes is presented by specifying the phenomena associated
with the routes. In Sect. ??, the discussions are presented. Finally, in Sect. ??, the conclusions are
provided.

2
7

160

Observational results of 7 Be concentration

Be concentrations have been consecutively measured since 1998 (Narazaki and Fujitaka, 2009) at

the Fukuoka Institute of Health and Environmental Sciences (FIHE) located in Dazaifu, Fukuoka
Prefecture, Japan (33.5◦ N, 130.5◦ E, 30 m a.s.l.; Fig. ??). Sampling intervals are once every
one to five days before March 2011 and nearly every day since then. However, measurements
were not available between 6 October and 19 November 2014, when the buildings were being retrofitted for earthquake resistance. The measurement times are around 00:00 UTC (09:00
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JST:::::::::::::::::::
Japan Standard Time). Among previous studies, only Kikuchi et al. (2009) examined the data
of 7 Be concentration almost daily over several years :::::::::::::::::::::::
at a non-mountainous site.
The 7 Be concentrations were measured as follows: aerosol samples were collected on quartz fiber
paper (QR-100; 20.3 cm × 25.4 cm; ADVANTEC Co., Ltd.) using high-volume air samplers (HVC1000N, HV-1000F, and HV-1000R; Shibata Science Co., Ltd.). The flow rate was 1000 L min−1 , and

5
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the integrated air volume was 1440–5500 m3 per sample. The paper collecting the aerosol was folded
with the sampling side inside to create 12 sheets that were then punched through by a punch with a diameter of 48 mm. To reduce their volume, the 12 sheets of paper were then pressurized with a force
of ∼ 10about
10 t by a pressure machine to form a disk of 2 mm thickness. The 7 Be activity was
::::::::
measured using a high-purity germanium detector system (Seiko EG & G Ortec, CanberraCanberra).
::::::::
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The 7 Be concentrations were obtained after being adjusted to the sampling dates on which the radioactivity decayed with the half-life time of 7 Be. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Error of 7 Be concentrations is typically 5%.:
The analysis period is six years from 2009 to 2014. This period is sufficient for capturing the
statistical characteristics.
Figure ?? shows observational results of 7 Be concentrations. The measurement period is from
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April 2011, when the measurement was changed to once per day, to September 2014, prior to the
earthquake-resistant retrofitting. The concentrations are quite low during summer, suggesting large
seasonal variations. This result is the same as those reported by Megumi et al. (2000) and Kikuchi
et al. (2009)1 who presented observational results for other locations in Japan. However, Narazaki
and Fujitaka (2009) also indicated several observational locations at which double peaks in spring
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and autumn are prominent.
Table ?? shows the seasonal averages and standard deviations (SDs) of 7 Be concentrations. Because the time resolution of the measurement is not constant, these values are calculated by considering the weight of time. DJF represents December, January, and February; MAM, March, April, and
May; JJA, June, July, and August; and SON, September, October, and November. In the following,
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DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON are referred to as winter, spring, summer, and autumn, respectively, for
simplicity. The averages are arranged by spring, winter, autumn, and summer in order of magnitude.
However, because the differences are small except for summer, we consider the averages in spring,
winter, and autumn to be nearly identical. The SDs are largest in spring, indicating a large time
variation.
Peaks of 7 Be concentrations are observed in various seasons worldwide, and many studies have
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understanding how these peaks are determined (e.g., Freely Feely
et al., 1989;
aimed to understand at
:::::::::::::::
:::::
Buraeva et al., 2007). However, the focus of the present study does not require the identification of
the factors determining seasonal variations.

3
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Method for obtaining fast descent routes

3.1

Method and data

In this study, 7 Be concentrations of more than 10 mBq m−3 are defined as high-concentration
events. 10 mBq m−3 is more than the average +2 SDs (9.58 mBq m−3 ) from Table ??; there1 Kikuchi

et al. (2009) reported the existence of double peaks in spring and autumn. However, the concentrations in winter

are nearly the same as those in spring and autumn, as far as we can see the figure.

6

fore, this value is statistically significant (see also Fig. ??). Because the measurement time
(starting and closing times of measurement) is around 00:00 UTC, high-concentration days are used

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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almost interchangeably with high-concentration events.
At certain times on these days, it is highly possible that parcels originating from within or near
the stratosphere arrive in Fukuoka, where Fukuoka refers to the area around FIHE in this study. We
then calculated the backward trajectories from the five time points of 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, 18:00,
and 24:00 (i.e., 00:00 ::
on:the following day) UTC on these days. These times are the output times for
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the Japanese 55 year Reanalysis (JRA-55) data. More specifically, the trajectories were traced from
1734 starting points near FIHE, which are on six levels (in intervals of 25 m from 25 to 150 m altitude above the surface), and 17 × 17 grid points with a grid interval of 5 km centered at FIHE on one
altitude surface. Numerous starting points are used for three reasons. First, the 7 Be concentration at
FIHE is not necessarily determined by one trajectory over FIHE but by many trajectories near FIHE,
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because diffusion is strong in the boundary layer. Second, the amount of air descending from the
stratosphere can be evaluated from numerous trajectories. Third, to form clear statistical characteristics, numerous trajectories are needed. If the trajectories reach the stratosphere or its vicinity within
10 days, they are considered to have ::::::
exhibit:fast descent routes from the stratosphere to Fukuoka.
Moreover, we can present the mechanism of fast descent routes by specifying the meteorological
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phenomena occurring at these times.
The parcel positions were calculated by using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme; the integration time step and period were 10 min and 10 days, respectively, and the wind, which advects the
parcels, was interpolated linearly in time and in the vertical direction and by cubic splines in the
horizontal plane. We assume that parcels were transported latitudinally and longitudinally by the
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meridional and zonal wind components, respectively. However, because such calculations cannot be
conducted near the pole, they were performed in the following manner: first, the near-pole area was
defined as the area north of 89.57◦ N, which is the northernmost Gaussian latitude. This spherical
area was approximated as a plane, and the zonal and meridional winds were converted to the two
components perpendicular to each other within this plane. The parcels were assumed to be advected
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by these wind components. The vertical motion is expressed by the vertical p velocity. Therefore,
parcel positions were first calculated in the pressure value, and then, by using the pressure and height
data, the height value was obtained.
The model-grid data for the JRA-55 served as the meteorological data to trace the backward
trajectories. Moreover, we used the isentropic and pressure-level data to specify the phenomena
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about
associated with the descent routes. In the model-grid data, the horizontal resolution is ∼ 0.5625:::::
0.5625◦ (640 × 320 Gaussian grids) except near the poles, where the data grids are reduced. The

::::::

number of vertical levels is 60 with a top level of ∼ 10about
10 Pa. The pressure-level data have
:::::::
a resolution of 1.25◦ in the longitudinal and latitudinal directions and 37 vertical levels, of which 23
levels below 200 hPa were used for the analysis. In the isentropic data, the two datasets in which the

7
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resolutions are the same as the model-grid data and 1.25◦ were used. The number of vertical levels
is 21, of which only eight levels below the 340 K surface were used (the lowest level is the 270 K
surface). Details of the JRA-55 data are explained in Kobayashi et al. (2015).
High-concentration events of 7 Be are shown in the second row in Table ??. The total number
of events was 43, covering 56 days. However, we should be cautious that the sampling intervals,
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i.e., averaging periods are not constant, because a longer averaging period relates to statistically
fewer high-concentration days. Therefore, prior to March 2011, the high-concentration days may be
underestimated. However, this difference is not considered in the present study.
Seasonal variations show that high-concentration days are predominant in spring (March, April
and May), totaling 41 days (73 %). Two events in summer, on 1 and 2 June, should essentially be
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regarded as May events. If these are added to spring events, the appearance ratio in spring becomes
77 %. Following spring, seven winter events (nine days) are found. As the averaged concentrations
are nearly the same among winter, spring and autumn, as observed previously, this means that the
rapid descent routes from the stratosphere to Fukuoka occur frequently only in spring. The reason
for such a large number of high-concentration days in spring is discussed in Sect. ??.
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3.2

Case selection for analysis

As stated above, backward trajectories were traced from the five times over one day. However, all of these times were not objectives for analysis, because among the five times, all
trajectories could originate in areas altitude
ranges other than the stratosphere and its adja::::::::::::::
cent region. Therefore, in this subsection, we simply
explain how to select cases for analysis.
:::::::
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The detail is described in the supplementary material.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

First, two indices are defined. The first is ẑ1 defined as follows. Let ẑi (i = 1, . . . , 1734) be the
highest altitude reached in each trajectory, where i is a suffix in order of the altitude. Therefore,
ẑ1 is the highest altitude among all 1734 trajectories. Because this value is, of course, one index to
determine the parcel origin, ẑ1 is the first index used to select object times for analysis. However,
265

the 7 Be concentration does not necessarily correspond only to ẑ1 , because even if ẑ1 is high, the
7

Be concentration does not become high when, for example, the altitudes of all the other trajectories

are low. Then, as the second index, we use the top-1 %, i.e., top-18 average of ẑi . This value is
represented as ẑa . That is,
N

ẑa =
270

a
1 X
ẑi ,
Na i=1

(1)

where Na = 18. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Objects for analysis are basically selected as the time when ẑa is maximum and ẑ1 ≥ 8000 m.
Some results of backward trajectory analysis are shown in Table ??. When the averaging time
is one day, as shown in the upper part of Table ??, the objects for analysis are the time when ẑa is
maximum and ẑ1 ≥ 8000 among the five times. Thus, in the upper example of Table ??, 06:00 1 June
8
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and 00:00 2 June are selected as objects for analysis. Even when the averaging time (sampling
interval) is longer than one day, the selection rule is basically the same as that for one day; all
times when ẑa is a local maximum and ẑ1 ≥ 8000 between sampling intervals are chosen. However,
when the two maxima of ẑa are separated for only 12 , that is, only one calculation is “slipped” in
between, only one time (obviously that with larger ẑa ) is selected. Thus, in the lower part of Table ??,
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12:00 3, 18:00 4, and 00:00 6 May are selected. A comparison of these results reveals that the case
at 12:00 2 June 2009 shows the maximum for ẑ1 , whereas ẑa attains the maximum at 00:00 2 June,
which shows a monotonic decrease. Therefore, using both ẑ1 and ẑa is preferable.
Based on the maximum of ẑa only, 47 cases are selected, as shown in the third row of Table ??.
The maxima of the highest reached altitude, ẑ1 , are all more than 6000 m. However, in 14 cases
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among them, ẑ1 is less than 8000 m; the remaining 33 cases, which are considered as reaching the
stratosphere or adjacent regions, are chosen as objects for analysis. Among the objects for analysis,
ẑ1 of more than 10 000 and 9000 m is attained in 5 and 14 cases, respectively. Even in the 14 cases
less than 8000 m, if the tracing times of backward trajectories were extended, the trajectories would
reach altitudes higher than 8000 m. However, this type of research is beyond the scope of the present
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study.
The details of the 33 cases are shown in Table ??. The numerals prior to the time are
expressed as case numbers; for example, the case of 00:00 18 March 2009 is referred to
as case 1. The maxima of the potential vorticity (PV) of parcels on trajectories are also
shown. The values are all more than 2 PVU (10−6 ); the minimum is 2.35 PVU for case 24,
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the supplementary material. Case numbers are assigned in chronological order. The maxima of the potential vorticity (PV) of parcels o

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

and 30 cases exceed 3 PVU. Because 2 PVU is said to be an index of stratospheric air (e.g., Hoskins
et al., 1985; Wernli and Bourqui, 2002; Sprenger and Wernli, 2003), all cases have the characteristic
of stratospheric air in terms of PV. As PV is not well conserved (not shown), the Lagrangian time
changes of PV are not mentioned in the following analyses.
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4

Results

In this section, the terms “top 1 %” and “top 25 %” are frequently used. Their meanings are the
same as those in the previous section, i.e., top 1 and 25 % of ẑi , the highest reached altitude, of each
trajectory. For simplicity, ẑi or the highest reached altitude is omitted hereafter.
4.1
305

Overall characteristics

Figure ?? shows top-1 % averaged trajectories for two days from their highest altitudes for all the 33
cases. The averages of latitude and longitude were not obtained as the simple arithmetic averages of

9

latitude and longitude but as averages of points on a sphere. The average in altitude was
N

z(t) =

a
1 X
zi (t).
Na i=1

(2)

The highest altitude in the average trajectory is the maximum of z(t). This value is gener310

ally smaller than ẑa . If trajectories vary among the top 1 , the average trajectory is not valid.
If the top-1 % trajectories vary widely among each other, the average trajectory is meaningless.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

However, because such cases are few, we consider that the overall features of descent routes can be
captured.
Figure ??a shows that the longitudes of the trajectories vary among cases and do not
315

have a strong tendency, although most trajectories attain the highest altitude in the eastern hemisphere. Conversely, Fig. ??b shows systematic trajectories in latitude and altitude.
trajectories in Fig. ??b show systematic motion in latitude and altitude. That is, the highest altitudes

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

are located at high latitudes for many trajectories, and the altitudes lower as one moves to midlatitudes. More specifically, with the exception of case 7, all cases attain their highest altitudes north
320

of 45◦ N, and 25 cases attain them north of 60◦ N,::::::::::::::::::
i.e., in high latitudes. Thus, the routes from high
latitudes are the main descent routes. The clarification of this mechanism is the major problem in this
study. Figure ??b shows that parcels lower the altitude while conserving their potential temperature
in many cases. However, in case 7 and in a few other cases, the potential temperature is changed.
Also in this respect, the characteristics of case 7 differ from those of many other cases. Case 19
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shows a large descent of 6892 m for two days, with 4659 m recorded on the first day. The cause of
this rapid descent is investigated in the next subsection.
To pursue the route from high latitudes, we further examine the 25 cases in which
the highest altitude is attained north of 60◦ N. Figure ?? shows the paths of :::
the
maximum latitudinal movement and maximum descent per day for these 25 cases.
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The maximum latitudinal movement per day means that moving distance per day in the southward direction is the maximum along a t

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Table ?? presents the times when these values are reached, along with the highest altitude, as the
time from the starting time of backward trajectories. In Fig. ??, the maximum descent paths (red
marks::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
lines terminated by red symbols) are generally located at the lower latitude side, which indicate that the large descent is followed by large latitudinal movement. Furthermore, the movement to
335

the lower latitude is accompanied by slow descent. According to Fig. ?? and Table ??, the following
processes occur in the usual time sequence (forward trajectory): first, the highest altitude is achieved
(its time is denoted as ta ). Slightly more than two days later, a large movement in the latitudinal
direction begins with slow descent (start time: tm ), and slightly little less than two days after that,
the largest descent occurs (start time: td ). Because ta − tm and tm − td are positive even at the edges
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of the confidence intervals of 99 % (26.7 and 17.7 h), the reversal of these times does not occur
statistically. In fact, the reversal occurs only in a few cases, i.e., in three cases for ta − tm (within
three hours for all three cases), and only in one case (case 24) for tm − td among all 24 cases.
10

Figure ?? shows the top-1 % averaged trajectories for the last two days. At a glance, these trajectories are not systematic and approach Fukuoka from all directions. The variations in height and
345

latitude are small for two days, and a relatively long time is needed to finally arrive at Fukuoka at
low altitudes, with the exception of three cases (cases 9, 23, and 31). These results are consistent
with those in Table ?? in that it takes an average of 91 h (115.0 − 24.0) to reach the surface after the
largest descent. Therefore, a long time is generally required to reach the surface from low altitudes
such as 700 hPa, which is the destination given by Wernli and Bourqui (2002) and others. Thus,
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almost all calculations of backward and forward trajectories without an indicator would be of no
use, as stated in the Introduction.
Disturbances affecting the arrival to the surface vary among cases, e.g., descending current associated with anticyclones and downward flow at the southwest side of extratropical cyclones. That is,
no specific disturbance is involved in the transport of air parcels to Fukuoka; however, good match-
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ing between the parcel positions a few days prior to their arrival at Fukuoka and the disturbances is
necessary.
In summary, the majority of the high-latitude routes take the following paths with a few exceptions. First, after attaining the highest altitude, air parcels descend slightly at high latitudes, followed
by large movement toward low latitudes with slow descent. Then, a large descent occurs. From low
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altitudes, various disturbances are attributed to the long time required for the parcels to finally reach
Earth’s the
surface.
:::
In the following subsection, we examine in detail the mechanism for the high-latitude route, and
we analyze a few characteristic cases other than this route.
4.2
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4.2.1

Case study
Descent routes from high latitudes

As stated in the previous subsection, the main route is the descent from the high latitudes north of
60◦ N. The mechanism of this route is clarified first.
Because case 1 (starting time of 00:00 18 March 2009) has the highest ẑa among high-latitude
routes, it may be the best case for analysis. However, in case 1, several trajectories among the
370

top-1 backward trajectories are from the mid-latitudes, which are markedly different from the other
high-latitude routes. Thus, this case cannot be considered typical. We then substitute the case
starting at 18:00 17 March 2009, i.e. 6 before case 1. In this case, referred to as case 1d, all of the
top-1 backward trajectories are from high latitudes, as shown in Fig. ??. ẑ1 , ẑa , and the maximum
PV are 9722, 9157 , and 8.63 PVU, respectively. The former two are nearly the same as those in case
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1 (Table ??). The PV is much larger than that in case 1 and is the largest among the 33 cases. In terms
of PV, we can say that the trajectories start from the stratosphere. Therefore, as a representative of
the high-latitude route, case 1d gives clearer results than case 1.

11

Case 1 (starting time of 18:00 UTC 17 March 2009) is considered typical. Figure ?? shows the top-1% trajectories.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

With a few exceptions, the trajectories attain their highest altitudes about 10 days before the starting
380

time of the backward trajectories (18:00 UTC 7 March). Afterward, air parcels descend to about
7000 m at 65–75◦ N, then moving to mid-latitudes with slow descent from about 18:00 UTC
10 March. Subsequently, they descend rapidly, and a long time is required to reach the surface
from ∼ 2500:::::
about:::::
2500 m. In short, this case shows features typical of the descent route from high
latitudes.
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The first inspection is devoted to the mechanism of the descent from the highest altitude. Figure ??
shows the 300 hPa surface at 18:00 UTC 7 March (the last time of backward trajectories), and the
vertical section of PV along 45◦ E 6 h later. The air parcels on the trajectories are also plotted to
reveal their relationship with the trajectory. This time is chosen to represent the point at which the
parcels on the trajectories record the highest altitude. Near 65◦ N in Fig. ??b, the area with large PV
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hangs deeply into the troposphere. Because this feature is also seen in a longitude-vertical section
(not shown), this phenomenon is considered a tropopause fold. Air parcels with large PV exist near
this region, and weak subsidence is dominant at the northeast side of this disturbance. The parcels
at high altitudes descend by this subsidence (Fig. ??b)2 . This is the mechanism of the initial descent
from the stratosphere.
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Next, the mechanism of the southward movement with slow descent is revealed. Figure ?? shows
the disturbance involved in the movement of parcels at 18:00 UTC 10 March, when the southward
afterwards. It is clear that parcels
movement begins, and at 18:00 UTC 11 March, one day afterward:::::::::
are located at on
the rear side of a developed trough accompanied by strong southward wind. At
:::
18:00 UTC 11 March, the trough develops further, as indicated by the change in the tilt of the trough
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axis from N–NE to S–SW. The slow descent is closely related to the downward inclination to the
south of the isentropic surface: Fig. ??a shows the height and wind at the 300 K isentropic surface at
the same time as that in Fig. ??b. The height decreases toward the south so that parcels necessarily
descend with the southward movement, if the potential temperature is conserved. In fact, Fig. ??b
reveals that conservation is achieved.
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southern
The rapid descent can be attributed to extension of the southward movement. At the south::::::::
edge of the trough, the height on the isentropic surface decreases dramatically (Fig. ??). In the case
of weak troughs, streamlines could head north and upward after turning near the south::::::::
southern edge.
In fact, we calculated forward trajectories in the case of weak troughs, confirming such movement
(not shown). However, in this case, the trough axis indicates the tilt from N–NE to S–SW (Fig. ??b);
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therefore, the parcels are transported in a different direction from the moving direction of the system.
Therefore, the parcels cannot move along with the system; that is, they cannot turn around the south
southern edge of the trough, and the altitudes of the parcels decrease dramatically (Figs. ??b and

::::::::

??b). This irreversible process is closely related to the filamentation of the PV, as shown in Fig. ??b
2 Ascending

parcels are those entering near 45◦ E from the west, as seen in Fig. ??a.
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(Hoskins et al., 1985). When considering this event at a constant pressure level, we see that strong
415

downward flow is dominant, and parcels descend under this flow, as shown near 120◦ E in Fig. ??.
Subsequently, the parcels lag far behind the trough system and drift at low altitudes (not shown).
Finally, we present an example of disturbances related to the arrival to Earth’s
surface. Figure ?? shows the 900 surface at 06:00 16 March. Air parcels are located
around the subsidence region in the south edge of the trough over the Sea of Okhotsk,
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and

they

descend

with

eastward

movement

before

arriving

at

Fukuoka

1.5 later.

a near-surface disturbance is necessary for air parcels to reach the surface. In this case, it is a trough over the Sea of Okhotsk. Air parc

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Case 3 is presented as another case of the high-latitude route with a starting time of 06:00 UTC
3 May 2009 (Fig. ??). Although the positions of air parcels 10 days before the starting time and
425

behaviors at low altitudes are different from those in Fig. ??, Fig. ??b is similar to Fig. ??b. That
is, it shows the sequence of the descent at the initial time, southward movement with slow descent,
and rapid descent, and the potential temperature is conserved in this sequence. Although figures
are not shown, closer inspection shows that the same processes as in case 1d :1:are involved: the
initial descent is associated with a tropopause fold, the southward movement is accompanied by the
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northerly at the rear side of a developed trough, and the rapid descent is associated with the large
southern edge of the trough. The only difference is that a cutoff low is
drop in height at the south ::::::::
included as an irreversible process in the last process.
Other cases attaining the highest altitude at high latitudes also show similar routes such as the
southward movement with slow descent along an isentropic surface followed by rapid descent at the
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south ::::::::
southern edge of a developed trough (not shown). Although a tropopause fold is also seen in
many cases, it is not always included. In particular, in the case of ẑ1 of ∼ 8000about
8000 m at the
:::::::::
initial, the parcels seem to be directly transported southward with no initial descent. Even in these
cases, tropopause folds may occur before the last time of backward trajectories, but this is left as
future work.
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4.2.2

Descent routes within mid-latitudes

Figure ?? shows backward trajectories starting at 18:00 UTC 25 December 2009 (case 7), which is
an example of the descent from high altitudes at mid-latitudes. We can clearly see that the potential
temperature is not conserved; instead, it decreases. This decrease is expected: because the potential
temperature at high altitudes is high, air parcels conserving potential temperature cannot fall from
445

those positions to the surface where the potential temperature is low. Moreover, the top-1 % averaged
route is largely different from the top-25 % averaged route. That is, the top-1 % trajectories are
unique among the top-25 % trajectories; they are not representative of trajectories reaching relatively
high altitudes. In these respects, the mid-latitude route differs from the high-latitude route.

13

We first explain why the potential temperature decreases with descent. Figure ?? shows the po450

tential temperature and parcel positions on backward trajectories at 18:00 UTC 16 December. The
time is just before the marked descent. The potential temperatures of air parcels have various values,
which ultimately mix3 . Because the number of parcels with high potential temperature at high altitudes is relatively small, the potential temperature is not conserved and decreases. The fact that the
top-1 % averaged route differs from the top-25 % is a manifestation of this mixing.
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However, the reason for such mixing is still poorly understood. Then, the relationship between the parcel positions on trajectories and the horizontal pattern on an isentropic surface
is shown in Fig. ??. The area near air parcels at high altitudes (the
area near 40–45◦ N and
::::::::
60–75◦ E) corresponds to a diffluent-wind
area associated with a blocking high (area of low
::::::
height nearly coincides with the blocking high; not shown), and the northward and south-
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ward flows with descent are split. The parcels on trajectories ride on this southward flow.
That is, descending parcels are not most of the parcels coming from the west but parts of them.

The parcels on the trajectories ride on the southward flow of these two flows. That is, descending parcels are not most of the parcels co

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Moreover,

Fig.

??

shows

that

descending

parcels

push

isentropic

surfaces

(moving direction of air parcels and isentropic surfaces are not parallel). Therefore, many parcels

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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do not descend as a whole; rather, only parts of them descend as the isentropic surfaces are
pushed. For such descent, descending parcels are easily mixed with parcels having low potential
temperature, which originally exist in lower layers in which descending parcels arrive.
Compared with these characteristics, we reconsider the reason for the conservation of the potential
temperature in the high-latitude route. The flow in the high-latitude route is along an isentropic sur-
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face. Therefore, all parcels head southward; that is, they face the same direction. This characteristic
allows the potential temperature to be conserved in the high-latitude route.
Other than case 7, all top-1 % trajectories of cases 5 and 26 show the mid-latitude route. In these
parcels on the trajectories as well, only a part of the flows descend from a diffluent-wind
field,
::::::
pushing isentropic surfaces, although the characteristic of a blocking high accompaniment is not
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seen.
4.2.3

Other characteristic routes

Figure ?? shows the top-1 % backward trajectories of case 19 (starting time of 12:00 UTC 16 May
2011), which is an example showing the rapid descent illustrated in Fig. ??. Note, however, that
this is not the fastest case to reach the surface among the 33 cases, because a considerably long
480

time of more than five days is required to reach Earth’s surface from low altitudes. As the highest
altitude reached in the average route is attained near 50◦ N (Fig. ??b), this case is not classified
as a high-latitude route even though the parcels actually originate from high latitudes. However,
3 Strictly

speaking, parcels themselves do not mix; instead, they approach each other. However, the distances among them

are less than the grid length; thus, we express this state as “mixed”. Similar expressions are used below.
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unlike general cases of the high-latitude route, the trajectories do not show slow descent with
southward movement; instead, they move to ∼ 50about
50◦ N while maintaining almost constant
::::::::
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altitude. This occurs because this movement is associated with the transformation of the polar vortex
this movement is associated with the extension of the polar vortex southward to the Altai-Sayan region (around 90◦ E and 50◦ N)

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

rather

than

with

the

flow

at

the

rear

side

of

a

trough

(not

shown).

Since this process is also the cut-off of strong PV near the polar region, it can be grasped as the southward movement of tropopause fo

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

After that, the parcels descend rapidly. Because this descent :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
from high altitudes to low altitudes
490

occurs within the mid-latitudes, the potential temperature is not conserved along
the trajectories
::::::::::::::::::
(Fig. ??b), as in case 7.
The most interesting point in this case is its fast speed of descent of 4659 m per one day and
6892 m per two days. Figure ?? shows the horizontal pattern and parcel positions of the trajectories just prior to the large descent. The parcels showing large descent are located near 50◦ N and
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105◦ E. Figure ??a shows that the parcels are located south of a diffluent-wind
field. Furthermore,
:::::
the potential temperature is high at both its south and east sides; thus, the gradient of the potential
temperature is large in both directions. Considering this situation in terms of the isentropic surface, the height decreases dramatically in the direction of parcel movement. In fact, as confirmed
by Fig. ??b, the height decreases by more than 4000 m at the southeast side where the parcels actu-
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ally move. Moreover, the parcels exist in a diffluent:::::
-wind:field, and their downward motion pushes
isentropic surfaces. Consequently, parcels with high potential temperature at high altitudes mix with
parcels having low potential temperature at lower altitudes, leading to a decrease in the high porepeating this process, parcels that are originally at high
tential temperature. By the repetition of :::::::::
altitudes descend to low altitudes. These facts and considerations indicate that parcels exist in the
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strong subsidence ::::::::::::::::
strong-subsidence:region on an isobaric surface (Fig. ??a) and experience rapid
descent.

5

Discussion

5.1

Necessity of descent from high
latitudes:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Reason that the high-latitude route is the majority
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In the previous section, it is shown that the descent route from high latitudes is dominant among all
descent routes. Here, its necessity is elucidated.
First, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
we conclude from our analysis that: it is rare for parcels to be transported within
mid-latitudes from high to low altitudes while maintaining high concentrations of

7

Be

included in high-altitude parcels (Kownacka, 2002; Land and Feichter, 2003): in this route, as men-

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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tioned in Sect. ??, parcels at high altitudes necessarily mix with those at low altitudes. This means
that 7 Be concentrations inevitably decrease; therefore, the mid-latitude route is not a typical one, as
observational events of high concentrations of 7 Be indicate. Therefore, for parcels to arrive at the

15

near-surface level (about 2000–3000 m) at mid-latitudes while conserving their potential temperature, i.e., maintaining high concentrations of 7 Be, their starting area should be high latitudes, where
520

the potential temperature is nearly the same as that in the arrival area. Moreover, owing to its longdistance transportationtransport,
large-scale disturbances are always included. Thus, parcels always
::::::::
ride on the northerly associated with developed troughs.
In the high-latitude route, the altitudes of the parcels are generally lowered by tropopause folding,
and the parcels are then transported to mid-latitudes. This process is also inevitable and is explained

525

below.
Figure ?? shows the meridional inclination of each potential temperature with reference to the
monthly-mean potential temperature at 8000 and 10 000 m at 70◦ N. The inclination of the potential
temperature in each month is not markedly different with reference to the 8000 m potential temperature, although the potential temperature itself is different. That is, no particular month is easier
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than the other for effective parcel descent from high to low altitudes during the movement from
high to mid-latitudes. In contrast, a significant difference is noted between the inclinations of the
two references ::::::::::::::::
reference altitudes:of 8000 and 10 000 m. That is, isentropic surfaces for the 8000 m
reference have large inclinations, whereas those for the 10 000 m reference have little inclinations.
On the basis of these results, the following conclusions are drawn. First, when parcels are trans-
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ported from high to mid-latitudes at altitudes of more than 10 000 m, the height changes little. In
contrast, when the starting altitudes are near 8000 m, the parcel height decreases dramatically during the movement to mid-latitudes. Thus, for parcels in the stratosphere to effectively reach low
to less than 10 000 m. Furtheraltitudes at mid-latitudes, the parcel height must reduce diminish
::::::::
more, a larger decrease is related to more effective access to the surface. For this reason, parcels
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must descend ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
a potential path for parcel descent is with tropopause folding at the initial stage.
5.2

Reason for frequent high-concentration days in spring

In this subsection, we clarify the reason for the large number of high-concentration days of 7 Be
at Fukuoka in spring. Three possibilities are given considering the descent route: the frequency of
tropopause folding at high latitudes, disturbances that transport parcels southward from high lati545

tudes, and near-surface disturbances in the transport of parcels to the surface are different between
spring and other seasons. Of course, high-concentration days of 7 Be appear easily when frequencies of tropopause folding are high, disturbances transporting the parcels southward are strong, and
parcels are effectively transported to the surface by near-surface disturbances. The difference in
the meridional inclination of isentropic surfaces in the troposphere is one possibility. However, as
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shown in the previous subsection, this difference is small enough to be excluded from the possibilities. Then, these three are examined. The data used for these analyses are the 1.25◦ -grid isentropic
analysis data for frequencies of tropopause folding and disturbances transporting parcels southward
in addition to the model-grid data for near-surface disturbances.
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The climatological tropopause folding was examined by Sprenger et al. (2003) (see also Añel et al. 2008). However, their definition

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Figure ?? shows the seasonal difference in the frequencies of tropopause folding at 30◦ W–120◦ E,
hereafter referred to as the Eurasian region. This region nearly corresponds to the starting region
of the parcels, as shown in Fig. ??a. The definition of tropopause folding here is the state at which
the PV surface of 3 PVU trails down to less than 6000 . This definition may be a bit exclusive, and
it may apply to cases with no precise tropopause folding. However, qualitatively similar results are
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obtained even if the definition changes. Figure ?? shows that the tropopause folds are frequent at
high latitudes in spring and at 40–50◦ N in winter. The frequencies are generally slightly higher
in spring than in winter. For our purposes, however, we consider that these two seasons show no
significant differences. Low frequencies in summer and autumn can explain the lower number of
high-concentration days in these two seasons.
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Next, disturbances transporting parcels southward are examined. Because parcels are transported
by the northerly at the rear side of troughs, the strength of the northerly is examined such that the
2–8::::
-day:period component of the meridional wind is extracted, and its variance is compared. The
variances in winter and spring among the four seasons are shown in Fig. ??. Although the variance is
larger in winter than in spring in the Pacific and Atlantic regions, it is larger in spring than in winter
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in the Eurasian region in question. In winter, we consider that disturbances in that region are weak
because the connection is weak from the storm track region in the Atlantic to the polar frontal jet in
the Eurasian region, and disturbances in the Atlantic are connected to the strong-wind region in the
Mediterranean. In contrast, in spring, owing to the weak wind in the Mediterranean, the polar frontal
jet is connected to the storm track region in the Atlantic; thus, the disturbances are considered to be
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strong in the polar frontal jet. For the other seasons, the variance in autumn shows almost the same
feature as that in spring, and the variance in summer is very small (not shown).
Finally, the differences in near-surface disturbances are investigated. The working hypothesis
is that near-surface disturbances and their associated wind systems show marked characteristics
between seasons, and some wind systems match and other systems mismatch parcels coming to
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Fukuoka by subsidence from low altitudes at mid-latitudes. For example, in winter, parcels are usually transported to Japan from the north within low altitudes owing to the dominance of the northerly
winter monsoon, resulting in a mismatch of the wind system with the descent routes clarified thus far.
Then, we examined the differences in backward trajectories between January 2011, when no highconcentration events occurred, and April of the same year. Backward trajectories were calculated for
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31 and 30 times starting from 00:00 UTC on all days in January and April, respectively.
Figure ?? shows the results. The backward trajectories drastically differ between January and
April: all trajectories in January move northward, advancing to higher latitudes while maintaining
relatively low altitudes, whereas those in April show both northward and southward movements with
many ascending to relatively high altitudes. Of course, eastward and westward movements also exist
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(not shown). This characteristic of movements in various directions in April is consistent with that
shown in Fig. ??.
Similar calculations were conducted in July and October. The trajectories in October are similar to
those in April. In July, many trajectories move southward, although some move in other directions.
In addition, many trajectories remain within very low altitudes of less than 2000 m for four days.
From the above, the reason for the frequent high-concentration days in spring is clear: in spring,
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tropopause folds are frequent at high latitudes, disturbances transporting parcels southward are
strong, and near-surface disturbances lowering parcels to the surface are ubiquitous. On the other
hand, some of these conditions are unfavorable in the other three seasons. In winter, although
tropopause folds are frequent, the wind transporting parcels southward is not as strong, and in par600

ticular, near-surface disturbances transporting them to the surface do not exist in general. In autumn,
although the last two conditions are favorable, tropopause folds are not frequent. In summer, all three
conditions are unfavorable. As a result, high-concentration events of 7 Be are virtually absent.

6

Conclusions and future perspective

By using high concentrations of 7 Be as an indicator, fast descent routes from within or near the
605

stratosphere to Earth’s surface, with the study site being in Fukuoka, Japan, were elucidated. Here,
“fast” means “within 10 days”.
The majority of descent routes are from high latitudes and follow a particular sequence: first,
a descent associated with tropopause folding occurs, followed by southward movement with slow
descent by the northerly at the rear side of a strong trough. Because this motion is along isentropic
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surfaces, air parcels descend while nearly conserving their potential temperature. In this extension,
a strong descent associated with a sharp drop in isentropic-surface height occurs at the south::::::::
southern
edge of the trough. This process involves irreversible phenomena such as filamentation and cutoff
of potential vorticity. Therefore, descending parcels migrate at low altitudes without the turnaround
southern :edge of a trough and subsequent northward movement with slow ascent.
along the south ::::::::
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Finally, by meeting near-surface disturbances to transport parcels from low altitudes to Earth’s surface, the parcels are transported to the surface. These disturbances occur in various forms. Figure ??
shows a schematic of this mechanism.
In some cases, parcels descend directly from high altitudes within mid-latitudes. In such cases, the
potential temperature is not conserved; instead, it decreases. This result occurs because the potential
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temperature is high in these regions, and large descent never occurs while conserving the potential
temperature. Thus, a decrease in potential temperature is inevitable for large descents. For this to
occur, a diffluent-wind
field on isentropic surfaces is necessary, where some part of the flow moves
:::::
northward, and the other part moves southward with descent. When these descending parcels push
low isentropic surfaces, their potential temperature decreases upon mixing with parcels having lower
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potential temperature at lower altitudes. Then, by the repetition of this process, the height of the
parcels decreases drastically. The route from low altitudes to the surface is the same as in the highlatitude route as mentioned above.
We clarified the necessity that the high-latitude route is dominant. In the mid-latitude route, the
mixing between parcels at high and relatively low altitudes is inevitable; that is, the high concentra-
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tions of 7 Be in high-altitude parcels are difficult to maintain. Therefore, for parcels to arrive at low
altitudes in the mid-latitudes while maintaining high concentrations of 7 Be, i.e., conserving the potential temperature, their starting area should be high altitudes at high latitudes, where the potential
temperature is nearly the same as that in the arrival area. In addition, we revealed the reason for the
mandatory initial descent; when parcels in the stratosphere start to move to mid-latitudes, descent
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never occurs. In contrast, for descent to be effective, it is necessary that parcels must already be
lowered from the stratosphere to the troposphere at high latitudes before moving to mid-latitudes.
Many high-concentration events of 7 Be occur in spring because in this season, tropopause folds
are frequent at high latitudes, disturbances transporting parcels southward are strong, and nearsurface disturbances lowering them to the surface are ubiquitous. On the other hand, because some
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of these conditions are unfavorable in the other three seasons, high-concentration events of 7 Be are
not frequent. In particular, they are virtually absent in summer.
Finally, we present a view of future work following the present study. This study examined fast
descent routes to a specific location, i.e., Fukuoka, Japan. However, by extending the present results,
we can examine fast descent routes to other locations; we believe that the majority of them are from
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regions in which tropopause folds are frequent. As confirmed in relation to Fig. ??, such regions
include the northeastern part of the Asian continent and the northern and northeastern parts of North
America in spring, in addition to the northern part of North America and storm track regions in the
Pacific and Atlantic in winter (not shown). Then, if forward trajectories are traced from these regions
with starting times at which tropopause folding occurs, some trajectories may arrive at the surface.

650

From these calculations, many fast descent routes will be revealed.
Furthermore, it is interesting to consider the material and chemical differences in the air in regions
of fast descent routes from those of general tropospheric air. We can easily predict high elevated
:::::::
ozone concentrations and low specific humidity; however, other characteristics are possible. Therefore, several new research topics such as chemical reactions in the air will be discussed in future.
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Table 1. Averages and standard deviations (SDs) of seasonal 7 Be concentrations in mBq m−3 . “Days” denotes
the total days of measurement. They are not integers because measurement times are not just 00:00 UTC.
For instance, when measurement times are 00:00 UTC on some day and 01:00 UTC on the following day,
(1 + 1/24) days are added. The much lesser number of measurement days in SON than in the other seasons is
attributed to the missing data owing to the earthquake-resistant retrofitting in 2014.
Average

SD

Days

Total

5.20

2.19

2133.5

DJF

6.08

1.96

533.3

MAM

6.33

2.60

547.1

JJA

2.67

1.90

554.8

SON

5.83

2.22

498.3
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